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The benefits of multisensor fusion have motivated research in this area in recent years.
Redundant fusion methods are used to enhance fusion system capability and reliability.
The benefits of beyond wavelets have also prompted scholars to conduct research in
this field. In this paper, we propose the maximum local energy method to calculate the
low-frequency coefficients of images and compare the results with those of different
beyond wavelets. An image fusion step was performed as follows: first, we obtained the
coefficients of two different types of images through beyond wavelet transform. Second,
we selected the low-frequency coefficients by maximum local energy and obtaining the
high-frequency coefficients using the sum modified Laplacian method. Finally, the fused
image was obtained by performing an inverse beyond wavelet transform. In addition to
humanvision analysis, the imageswere also compared throughquantitative analysis. Three
types of images (multifocus, multimodal medical, and remote sensing images) were used
in the experiments to compare the results among the beyond wavelets. The numerical
experiments reveal thatmaximum local energy is a new strategy for attaining image fusion
with satisfactory performance.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Imaging sensors provide a system with useful information regarding some features of interest in the system
environment [1]. However, a single sensor cannot provide a complete view of the scene in many applications. The fused
images, if suitably obtained from a set of source sensor images, can provide a better view than that provided by any of
the individual source images for post-processing, such as image segmentation, computer vision [2–4]. In recent decades,
growing interest has focused on the use of multiple sensors to increase the capabilities of intelligent machines and systems.
As a result, multisensor fusion has become an area of intense research and development in the past few years. Given the
limited scope of imaging systems, clearly displaying the goals of visible-light imaging system is difficult. Image fusion
technology can solve this problem by repeatedly focusing the same imaging lens on the targets and imaging the clear part
of these fused images into a new image to facilitate human observation or computer processing.
Recently, a variety of image fusion techniques have been developed, which can be roughly divided into two groups:
multiscale decomposition-based fusion methods such as, pyramid algorithms [5], wavelet, wedgelet, bandelet, curvelet, and
contourlet transform methods [6–10], as well as non-multiscale decomposition-based fusion methods, such as, weighted
average [11], nonlinear, estimation theory-based methods [12]. In this paper, we research multiscale decomposition-based
fusion methods.
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Let us first briefly review themultiscale decomposition-based fusionmethods. The weighted average method [11] is one
of the simplest image fusionmethods. The source images are not transformed and decomposed, and the fused image directly
averages the gray level of the defocused pixels. This method is suitable for real-time processing; however, it decreases the
signal-to-noise ratio of the image, as verified by some researchers. The pyramid method [5] initially constructs the input
image pyramid and takes some feature selection approach to form the fusion value pyramid. The pyramid of the image can
be reconstructed using the inverter of the pyramid to produce fusion images. The pyramid method is relatively simple but
it also has some drawbacks, such as noise impact in pyramid reconstruction. The themes of classical wavelets include terms
such as compression and efficient representation. The wavelet transform method [6] decomposes the image into a series
of sub-band images with different resolutions, frequencies, and directional characteristics. However, the use of classical
wavelets to represent images poses problems such as their efficient representation in two dimensions. Recently, several
theoretical papers have called attention to the benefits of beyond wavelets. The beyond wavelets have signified benefits
in image representation and denoising. This paper introduces these methods and proposes maximum local energy method
to apply in these beyond wavelet transforms in multifocus images, CT/MRI images, and remote sensing images fusion, for
getting better fusion results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we primitively introduce the principles of wedgelet,
bandelet, curvelet, and contourlet transform for image fusion. As a solution, in Section 3,wepropose anewmethod called The
Maximum Local Energy method for multifocus image fusion. Numerical experiments are presented in Section 4 to confirm
the effectiveness of our proposed method for image fusion. Lastly, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.
2. Beyond wavelets
The themes of classical wavelets are compression and efficient representation. The important features in the analysis
of functions in two variables are dilation, translation, spatial and frequency localization, and singularity orientation.
Important singularities in onedimension are simply points. One-dimensional singularities are important in two-dimensional
signal or higher. Smooth singularities in two-dimensional images often occur as boundaries of physical objects. Efficient
representation in two dimensions is a hard problem. To solve this problem, researchers proposed beyond wavelet
transforms. The beyond wavelets is generally consist with wedgelet transform, bandelet transform, ridgelet transform,
curvelet transform, contourlet transform.
Themultiscale wedgelet transform [13,14] is the first step toward explicitly capturing the geometric structure of images.
There are two parts in the multiscale wedgelet framework: decomposition and representation. Each wedgelet by itself
simply and succinctly represent a straight edgewithin a certain region of the image.Wedgelet can take a good approximation
of singularities and simultaneously maintain the edge feature and smoothing of the homogeneous region.
The bandelet transform [15–17] is defined as anisotropic wavelets that are warped along the geometric flow, which is a
vector field indicating the local direction of the regularity along the edges. The dictionary of bandelet frames is constructed
using dyadic square segmentation and parameterized geometric flows. The ability to exploit image geometry makes its
approximation error decay optimal asymptotically for piecewise regular images. In image surfaces, the geometry is not a
collection of discontinuities but areas of high curvature. The bandelet transform recasts these areas of high curvature into an
optimal estimation of regularity direction. In real applications, the geometry is estimated by searching for the regularity flow
and then for a polynomial to describe that flow. Bandelet transformcan adaptively track the geometric direction of the image.
Additionally, bandelet transformcanprocess the different changes in different regions. Furthermore, thismethod abandoned
the concept of ‘‘edge’’, which is not easy to define in mathematics. Alternatively, it adopted the concept of ‘‘geometric flow’’
to reflect the continuous transformation in the image.
In the single scale ridgelet or local ridgelet transform [18], curvelets can be constructed to describe the singularity of the
boundary with curved objects. Curvelet transform combines the beneficial abilities of ridgelet transform, which is good at
expressing the line characteristic and wavelet transform and has the advantage of expressing point features. In fact, this
method is the multi-scale transformation of local ridgelet transform. Curvelet transform has the advantage of direction.
Curvelet transform also has the exact reconstruction property and gives stable reconstruction under perturbations of the
coefficients.
Recently, Do andVetterli [19], Lu et al. [20] proposed an efficient directionalmulti-resolution image representation called
contourlet transform. Contourlet is a ‘‘true’’ two-dimensional transform that can capture the intrinsic geometrical structure,
and has been applied to several tasks in image processing. Contourlet transform better represents the salient features of the
image such as, edges, lines, curves, and contours, than wavelet transform because of its anisotropy and directionality. Two
steps are involved in contourlet transform, subband decomposition and the directional transform. Contourlet transformuses
the Laplacian pyramid (LP) transform to decompose the image inmultiscale form before adopting the directional filter banks
(DFB) to decompose the high frequency coefficients and obtain details with different directions of the directional subband.
Contourlet transform accurately expresses directions. However, because of the non-subsampled process in LP and DFB, it
causes frequency aliasing, which creates larger changes in decomposition coefficient distribution with a small shift in the
input image. However, if we fuse the decomposition coefficients, the process results in edge aliasing or the pseudo-Gibbs
phenomena. Therefore, non-subsampled contourlet transform (NSCT)was created simply by turning the downsampler units
in the subsampled contourlet by considering some aliasing issues [21].
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3. Image fusion algorithms
Beyond wavelet-based image fusion is primarily completed through beyond wavelet transform and through certain
criteria used for selecting appropriate low-frequency and high-frequency coefficients. Beyond wavelet inverse transform
enables the two type images to be fused as a clear image containing more information. In this paper, we take the following
steps: First, beyond wavelet transform is used in two images to obtain the coefficients. Then, the coefficients are processed
at low and high frequencies before the images are fused. Finally, through inverse beyond wavelet transform, a clear image
is obtained.
This paper uses maximum local energy (MLE) [22–24] to measure low frequency coefficients. The maximum energy of
two source images was selected as output, in a local 3 × 3 sliding window. Due to the partial human visual perception
characteristics and the relationship of decomposition about local correlation coefficients, the statistical characteristics of
neighbor should be considered. Therefore, the statistical algorithm is based on the 3 × 3 sliding window. The algorithm is
described as follows:
LEξ (i, j) =

i′∈M,j′∈N
p(i+ i′, j+ j′) • f (0)2ξ (i+ i′, j+ j′) (1)
where p is the local filtering operator. M and N are the scope of the local window. ξ ∈ A or B (A and B are the window for
scanning two images). f (0)ξ (i, j) are the low frequency coefficients.
Local beyond wavelet energy (LBE) is expressed as
LBE l,kξ (i, j) = E1 ∗ f (0)2ξ (i, j)+ E2 ∗ f (0)2ξ (i, j)+ · · · + EN ∗ f (0)2ξ (i, j) (2)


















Assuming that the image details are contained in the high-frequency subbands in the multi-scale domain, the typical
fusion rule is amaximum-based rule, which selects high-frequency coefficientswith themaximumabsolute value. Recently,
measurements such as, energy of gradient (EOG), spatial frequency (SF), Tenengrad, energy of Laplace (EOL), and sum
modified Laplacian (SML) have been used. In this paper, we use SML to choose the high frequency coefficients.
A focus measure is defined in a maximum for the focused image. Therefore, for multifocus image fusion, the focused
image areas of the source images must produce maximum focus measures. Set f (x, y) as the gray level intensity of pixel
(x, y). Defined modified Laplacian (ML) [20] is
∇2MLf (x, y) = |2f (x, y)− f (x− step, y)− f (x+ step, y)| + |2f (x, y)− f (x, y− step)− f (x, y+ step)| . (4)
In this paper, ‘‘step’’ is always equals to 1.





∇2MLf (i+ p, j+ q) for ∇2MLf (i, j) ≥ T (5)
where l and k are the scale and the direction of transform respectively. x ∈ A or B are the source images. T is a discrimination
threshold value.M and N determine the window with a size of (2M + 1)× (2N + 1), and p, q are variables.
Suppose C l,kA (i, j), C
l,k
B (i, j), and C
l,k
F (i, j) denote the high frequency coefficients of the source and fused images. The
proposed SML-based fusion rule can be described as follows:
C l,kF (i, j) =

C l,kA (i, j), if: SML
l,k
A (i, j) ≥ SMLl,kB (i, j)
C l,kB (i, j), if: SML
l,k




where, l, k respectively the scale and the direction of transform. The all progress of our fusion method can be expressed as
the following Fig. 1.
4. Experiments and discussions
To verify the universal applicability of the method, we took three different groups of images (multifocus, CT/MRI, and
remote sensing images) for testing. The results are presented in Figs. 2–4. Histogram stretching and scaling the gray values of
the pixels between 0 (black) and 255 (white)were performed on the displayed images. The image size is 256×256.Microsoft
Window XP System, Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz, 1 G RAM was used for processing. The experimental source and reference images
were taken from http://www.imagefusion.org/. To confirm the effectiveness of the new fusion method, we practically take
a group of pictures using a Nikon Coolpix 5700 camera as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Framework of image fusion method in our paper.
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Fig. 2. Multifocus box fusion: (a) right focus image; (b) left focus image; (c) result of MLE-wedgelet transform; (d) result of MLE-bandelet transform; (e)
result of MLE-curvelet transform; and (f) result of MLE-contourlet transform.
In addition to the visual analysis of these figures, we conducted quantitative analysis, mainly from the perspective of
mathematical statistics and the statistical parameters of the images. These include Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), mean
squared error (MSE), fusion quality index (Q ), weighted fusion quality index (QW ), edge-dependent fusion quality index
(QE) [25], Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) [26], and Multi-scale Structural SIMilarity (MS-SSIM) [27,28].
Let xi and yi be the i-th pixel in the original image x and the distorted image y, respectively. TheMSE and PSNR between





(xi − yi)2, (7)






In [26], the authors use a sliding window, from the top-left of the two images A, B. The sliding window is with a fixed
size. For each windoww, the local quality index Q0(A, B | w) is computed for the values A(i, j) and B(i, j), where pixels (i, j)
lies in the sliding windoww.
Q0(A, B) = 1|W |

w∈W
Q0(A, B | w), (9)
whereW is the family of all windows and |W | is the cardinality ofW . In practice, the Q0 index also defined as
Q0(A, B) = σAB
σA · σB ·
2A¯ · B¯
(A¯)2 + (B¯)2 · 2σA · σB(σ 2A + σ 2B ) (10)
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Fig. 3. Medical image fusion: (a) CT image; (b) MR image; (c) result of MLE-wedgelet transform; (d) result of MLE-bandelet transform; (e) result of MLE-
curvelet transform; and (f) result of MLE-contourlet transform.
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Fig. 4. Remote sensing image fusion: (a) K3 image; (b) K8 image; (c) result of MLE-wedgelet transform; (d) result of MLE-bandelet transform; (e) result
of MLE-curvelet transform; and (f) result of MLE-contourlet transform.
where, σAB denotes the covariance between A and B, A¯ and B¯ are the means, σ 2A and σ
2
B are the variances of A and B,
respectively.
Piella and Heijmans [25] redefined the useful quality index Q0 as Q (A, B, F) for image fusion assessment. Here A, B are
two input images and F is the fused image. They denoted by s(A | w) some saliency of image A in window w. This index
may depend on contrast, sharpness, or entropy. The local weight λ(w) is defined as
λ(w) = s(A | w)
s(A | w)+ s(B | w) (11)
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Table 1
Multifocus image fusion using the maximum local energy method.
Method MLE-wedgelet MLE-bandelet MLE-curvelet MLE-contourlet
PSNR 21.818 22.793 18.645 19.686
Q 0.9636 0.9679 0.9329 0.9290
QW 0.9879 0.9926 0.9727 0.9705
QE 0.7158 0.8513 0.5839 0.5777
SSIM 0.8759 0.8951 0.7792 0.9051
MS-SSIM 0.9704 0.9588 0.9083 0.9804
Table 2
Medical image fusion using the maximum local energy method.
Method MLE-wedgelet MLE-bandelet MLE-curvelet MLE-contourlet
PSNR 23.531 23.229 22.427 23.812
Q 0.9149 0.8926 0.8371 0.9291
QW 0.8789 0.9081 0.9082 0.8912
QE 0.6788 0.6903 0.5983 0.7307
SSIM 0.8364 0.5820 0.6901 0.8645
MS-SSIM 0.8398 0.9306 0.7724 0.9314
where s(A | w) and s(B | w) are the local saliencies of input images A and B, λ ∈ [0, 1]. The fusion quality index
Q (A, B, F) as
Q (A, B, F) = 1|W |

w∈W
(λ(w)Q0(A, F | w)+ (1− λ(w))Q0(B, F | w)) . (12)
They also defined the overall saliency of a window as C(w) = max(s(A | w), s(B | w)). The weighted fusion quality index
is then defined as
QW (A, B, F) =

w∈W
c(w) (λ(w)Q0(A, F | w)+ (1− λ(w))Q0(B, F | w)) (13)
where c(w) = C(w)/(w′∈W C(w′)). Using edge images A′, B′, F ′ inside of original images A, B, and F , and combine
QW (A, B, F) and QW (A′, B′, F ′) into an edge-dependent fusion quality index by
QE(A, B, F) = QW (A, B, F) · QW (A′, B′, F ′)α (14)
where α is a parameter that expresses the contribution of the edge images compared to the original images.
In [27], a multi-scale SSIM method for image quality assessment is proposed. Input to signal A and B, let µA, σA and σAB
respectively as the mean of A, the variance of A, the covariance of A and B. The parameters of relative importance α, β, γ are
equal to 1. The SSIM is given as follow:
SSIM(x, y) = (2µAµB + C1)(2σAB + C2)
(µ2A + µ2B + C1)(µ2A + µ2B + C2)
(15)
where C1, C2 are small constants. The overallmulti-scale SSIM (MS-SSIM) evaluation at the j-th scalewith ScaleM is obtained
by
MS-SSIM(A, B) = [lM(A, B)]αM ·
M
j=1
[cj(A, B)]βj[sj(A, B)]γ j (16)
where l(A, B), c(A, B), s(A, B) are the luminance, contrast and structure comparison measures, respectively.
Tables 1–3 show the numerical experiments of Maximum Local Energy method used in four types of beyond wavelets to
process multifocus, medical, and remote sensing images. The bold type numbers in Tables 1–3 show that the MLE-bandelet
and MLE-contourlet methods clearly outperform the other two methods, both of which details have been lost.
We also can compare the results from the Figs. 3–4. The corner of objects in MLE-bandelet and MLE-contourlet is better
than others. Table 2 is the result of medical image fusion, which shows that MLE-contourlet is best in processing the CT/MRI
images. We realize this from the subjective visual analysis (Fig. 3) that the texture of fused image is outstanding. In Fig. 4,
once again we can see that the MLE-contourlet method clearly outperforms the other three methods, in which much detail
(especially the texture of road in the remote sensing image) has been lost. The visual analysis is consistent with the quality
indexes, as shown in Tables 2 and 3. In both experiments,most of the fusionmethods quality index provide stronger contrast
between the good (MLE-Contourlet) and the bad results (MLE-Wedgelet, MLE-Bandelet, MLE-Curvelet).
We implicate theMLEmethod in the data sets of University ofMaryland Global Land Cover Facility (www.landcover.org),
Image FusionOrganizationMulti-focus Image data sets (www.imagefusion.org) andMcConnell Brain Imaging Center,McGill
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Table 3
Remote sensing image fusion using the maximum local energy method.
Method MLE-wedgelet MLE-bandelet MLE-curvelet MLE-contourlet
PSNR 17.039 15.120 17.844 21.802
Q 0.9628 0.9249 0.9683 0.9714
QW 0.9872 0.9839 0.9865 0.9872
QE 0.4204 0.4024 0.5583 0.5750
SSIM 0.5605 0.3755 0.6178 0.7999
MS-SSIM 0.8736 0.8724 0.8525 0.9652
Fig. 5. Average PSNRs of different MLE-based methods.
University Brain database (www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca). From each database, we take 50 images for testing. The performance
results of each beyond wavelets transform are show in Fig. 5. From this figure, we can obvious conclude the four fusion
methods very well.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we first considered the Maximum Local Energy method for image fusion in beyond wavelets transform
domain. The traditional wedgelet, bandelet, ridgelet, curvelet, and contourlet transform showed similarities and differences.
Then, we compare the results using human visual system (HVS) and some well-defined mathematical frameworks. The
results above indicate that different images should be treated in different ways. For multifocus images, MLE-bandelet
transform and MLE-contourlet transform exhibited good performance because, in practical application, to reduce the
computational complexity and improve efficiency, wedgelet transform only has limited direction. For using curvelet
transform, blocks must be overlapped together to avoid the boundary effect. Therefore, redundancy is higher in this
implementation algorithm. Additionally, the curvelet transform is based on ridgelet transform, which is the key step in
Cartesian to polar conversion. Bandelet transform adaptively tracks the geometric regular direction of the image and
processes the different changed parts of image using different rules. Contourlet transform uses the piecewise quadratic
continuous curve, which has different scales and frequencies, to capture the image information. The last two tables show
that MLE-contourlet transform achieves good results in processing CT/MRI images and remote sensing images. Through a
large number of experiments, we can conclude that the fused images are best processed throughMLE-contourlet transform
for remote sensing images. Therefore, MLE-bandelet transform and MLE-contourlet transform are superior for processing
multifocus images. MLE-contourlet transform is better in processing CT/MRI images and remote sensing images.
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